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Dirichlet problem with Lp-boundary data in contractible domains
of Carnot groups
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Abstract. Let L be a sub-Laplacian on a stratified Lie group G. In this paper
we study the Dirichlet problem for L with L p-boundary data, on domains �
which are contractible with respect to the natural dilations of G. One of the main
difficulties we face is the presence of non-regular boundary points for the usual
Dirichlet problem for L. A potential theory approach is followed. The main
results are applied to study a suitable notion of Hardy spaces.
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1. Introduction

In this paper, we deal with a boundary value problem (in a suitable L p sense) for
sub-Laplacians on Carnot groups, i.e., on stratified Lie groups. In recent years, the
interest in these operators is rapidly growing: they appear both in theoretical and
application settings, mainly involving partial differential equations of sub-elliptic
type, the theory of several complex variables, mathematical models of crystal ma-
terial and human vision, see [15, 18, 21, 25, 32, 34, 35, 36, 37, 41, 42].

As it is well known, a sub-Laplacian L on a Carnot group G is a linear second
order operator with nonnegative characteristic form, which is elliptic only in the
“trivial” case when G is the Euclidean group and L is (up to a linear change of
coordinates) the classical Laplace operator. Then due to the “degeneracy” of L,
given a bounded open set � ⊂ G, the Dirichlet problem{

Lu = 0 in �,

u|∂� = ϕ ϕ ∈ C(∂�),
(1.1)

may not be solvable in a classical sense even if ∂� (the boundary of �) is a C∞
embedded manifold (see [26, 30, 31]).

However, the operator L has the following redeeming feature. Denoting by T
the topology of G, the map

T � � �→ HL(�) := {u ∈ C∞(�) : Lu = 0}
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